
UWRA Annual General Meeting Minutes 
Friday 27 May 2016, Belmont QLD 

 

Welcome by UWRA Chairman 
The meeting was opened by Wayne Freeman, current acting chair of UWRA. He             

acknowledged the presence of the president of the AUF and offered him the floor to say a few                  
words. 

 

AUF President  
The president of the AUF gave a short speech expressing his interest in Pan Pacific Cup                

and his willingness to attend Nationals, to be held in Melbourne later this year. 
 

Membership update 
The floor was then given to Sebastien Robin, who proceeded to update the attendees on               

the current status of UWRA membership. As of this meeting, 48 people had signed up to be                 
foundation members, but the end goal is to have every UWR player in Australia to join the                 
association.He also pointed out that having a membership with AUF would qualify players to              
forfeit the joining fee for UWRA. 

 

Rationale for incorporating the UWRA 
Wayne took the floor again, and proceeded to explain what UWRA has been doing so               

far, and the reasons why we want to become an incorporated entity. 



He explained that it is in the best interest of all to have UWR taken more seriously,                 
especially at the time of finding sponsors. This point was particularly made clear to him after                
analysing the costs that the National Team incurred in when travelling to the World Cup.               
Becoming an incorporated entity would show professionalism in the sport. 

Wayne mentioned that the current plan was to make UWRA a non-profit incorporated             
association and opened the floor for questions. 

At this point one of the attendees asked what the benefits of doing this was. To this,                 
Wayne proceeded to explain that becoming a legal entity gives many benefits, such as ease of                
obtaining sponsorship and government grants. But most importantly, forming an entity that is             
independent of the clubs gives members better legal protection. 

The next question raised was regarding insurance privileges when joining UWRA.           
Wayne mentioned that this issue will be looked at later, when the incorporation was formed. 

Bobby Chen intervened at this point, mentioning that another advantage of becoming an             
incorporated entity is that it would provide better acceptance when approaching other official             
entities, such as pools. 

Another attendee then asked in which state we were incorporating, to which Wayne             
replied that no decision had been made yet, but Victoria and Queensland were being              
considered. 

 

Vote on incorporation 
After that, the meeting proceeded to vote on whether UWRA should become an             

incorporated entity. The motion was approved unanimously by all members, after which the             
UWRA executive committed to keep all the players informed of the progress made, possibly              
providing initial feedback at Nationals in Melbourne, later this year. 

 

Office bearers: call for nominations and election 
The floor was then given to Bobby Chen, who proceeded to explain how the delegates to                

UWRA are currently elected. He also mentioned that there are other roles to be taken in the                 
committee. At the moment these are: Chief Referee, Treasurer and Secretary. All of which need               
to be elected. The committee will publish information about this later. Candidates will have 14               
days to nominate.  

There is also a call to nominations for “officers”. These are committee positions that are               
not the ones mentioned before, and that could serve to better develop the sport and aid the                 
executive in their duties. Bobby gave the example of a “Ladies UWR officer” which could help                
address the concern of how to get more women involved in the sport. 

 
 



AGM Closure 
After this Wayne proceeded to close the meeting and thanked everyone for attending.             

Next meeting in Melbourne on the 17th of September 2016, venue TBC. 


